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Volvo Group approach on the new German regulation on Entry Certificate/Proof of Delivery requirements

This document is to be used to link the German requirements to the EDI transmission of our Delivery Instructions, DELFOR message.
Hereby we refer to: - BMF-Schreiben vom 29. August 2013 - IV D 3 - S 7141/13/10001 (2013/0794474) - 2013/0828720
- DELFOR MANUAL
Using pg 14 of the "BMF Schreiben" which is the English translation where 6 requirements have been formulated
link to DELFOR
Manual
1

Certification of the entry of the object of an intra-Community supply into another
EU Member State (Entry Certificate)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Name and address of the customer of the intra-Community supply, e-mail address if applicable)

I as the customer hereby certify my receipt / the entry1) of the following object of an intra-Community supply
2

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Quantity of the object of the supply)

3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Standard commercial description – in the case of vehicles, including vehicle identification number)

in
4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Month and year the object of the supply was received in the Member State of entry if the supplying trader transported or dispatched the object of the supply or
if the customer dispatched the object of the supply)

4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Month and year the transportation ended if the customer transported the object of the supply himself or herself)

in/at1)
5

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Member State and place of entry as part of the transport or dispatch of the object)

6

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Date of issue of the certificate)

(*)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Signature of the customer or of the authorized representative as well as the signatory’s name in capitals)

1) Delete as appropriate.

Real life example of DELFOR message and the link to the required information.

Each requirement is included and coded in the EDI DELFOR message:
1

See Group SG2; Segment NAD = BY of DELFOR MANUAL:

The unique identification of a party by an ID is included in the purchase order with name and address of the buyer/customer
Remark: Volvo's identification of the buying company (PARMA number)
Example: NAD+BY+4173::92'
2

See Group SG16; Segment QTY = 48 of DELFOR MANUAL:

Each DELFOR message includes 3 or even up to 5 goods receiving confirmations. Each received quantity (QTY+48) is followed by the
date of despatch (DTM+11:CCYYMMDD:102') and the despatch advice number (RFF+AAK)
Remark: The quantity which has been received by the ship-to. This quantity is needed when the quantity received by the ship-to is
different from the quantity given in the despatch note.
Example: QTY+48:500'
3

See Group SG12; Segment LIN = IN of DELFOR MANUAL:

The buyer’s item number is included in the purchase order with a clear standard commercial description
Remark: A product required by the buyer, which is scheduled to be delivered,
The supplier is responsible for converting Volvo's article number into the supplier's own internal number.
Example: LIN++38+1137005:IN'
4

See Segment DTM = 137 of DELFOR MANUAL:

Remark: The DELFOR message is send at least twice a week, therefor the issue date is the business signal that goods are received
Example: DTM+137:20110117:102'
5

See Group SG7; Segment NAD = ST of DELFOR MANUAL:

Remark: The party to which goods are to be shipped (consigned).
The Ship-to must be used, if there are multiple customer/buyer locations included in a DELFOR. In addition, in European business
processes this ship-to party is often required even if it repeats the information given for the buyer already. Volvo's plant identity
Example:
NAD+ST+4173::92++VOLVO TRUCKS PARTS NORTH AMERICA CO+8288 GREEN MEADOWS DR+LEWIS CENTER+:::OH'
6

See Segment DTM = 137 of DELFOR MANUAL:

Example: DTM+137:20110117:102'
(*)

No signature is required by the tax authorities in case of electronic supplies of confirmations

